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This Whitley Lecture explores the unique gifts and ministry of Dan Taylor, who slipped ‘down
the candle’ from Anglican through Methodist to Baptist. Taylor became one of our denomination’s
pioneers in the 18th century, founding the New Connexion in 1770 because of his belief in the
missional power of meaningful association. In hearing his story the reader cannot fail to be
impressed by Taylor’s refusal to be imprisoned by established interpretations of the Bible: not least
in his treatment of women; the mobilisation of all believers to missionary activity; the atonement
and its reach (then and now, a key topic of debate); and even an insistence on the importance
of contextual training for ministry, which we often think to be a 20th century phenomenon.
Here is a true Baptist: free in thought and egalitarian in action. Baptists today might ponder the
implications for their own ministries and social engagement.
“Dan Taylor is little known today, but he is an
extremely important figure in English Baptist
history. In this excellent lecture, Richard T. Pollard
draws the contours of Taylor’s wide ranging and
influential ministry on the map of Baptist life,
showing especially how he was shaped by the
eighteenth‐century Evangelical Revival. Taylor
emerges as a lively evangelical thinker who was
determined to put his principles into practice.
Pollard describes him as ‘The Baptist Wesley’ and
makes a strong case for this bold claim. He has
mined a rich seam of primary material and the
scholarship on display here is impeccable. Both the
details and the broad sweep of Taylor’s ministry are
brought into focus as never before, and this lecture
makes a real contribution to our understanding
of Baptist heritage, as well as illuminating wider
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trends. This very readable study also has great
contemporary significance. Taylor was a pioneer,
an entrepreneur who sought to be both faithful and
creative in his ministry. He was a strategic thinker
who shaped the life of a denomination around key
evangelical priorities whilst holding firm to core
Baptist principles. Above all, in his thinking and
his practice he prioritised gospel mission. Pollard
wisely refrains from drawing out lessons for the
twenty‐first century, instead focusing on writing
good history. But for those with eyes to see there
is much here that is relevant to our own context.
This Whitley Lecture is, therefore, a resource not
only for scholars but for all who seek to engage in
ministry and mission today.”
Dr Peter Morden, Vice Principal (Director of
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The Whitley Lecture
The Whitley Lecture was first established in 1949 in honour of W.T. Whitley (1861–1947),
the Baptist minister and historian. Following a pastorate in Bridlington, during which he also
taught at Rawdon College in Yorkshire, Whitley became the first Principal of the Baptist
College of Victoria in Melbourne, Australia, in 1891. This institution was later renamed
Whitley College in his honour.
Whitley was a key figure in the formation of the Baptist Historical Society in 1908. He
edited its journal, which soon gained an international reputation for the quality of its contents
– a reputation it still enjoys nearly a century later as the Baptist Quarterly. His A History of
British Baptists (London: Charles Griffin, 1923) remains an important source of information
and comment for contemporary historians. Altogether he made an important contribution to
Baptist life and self-understanding in Britain and Australia, providing a model of how a
pastor-scholar might enrich the life and faith of others.
The establishment of the annual lecture in his name is designed as an encouragement to
research and writing by Baptist scholars, and to enable the results of this work to be
published. The giving of grants, advice and other forms of support by the Lectureship
Committee serves the same purpose. The committee consists of representatives of the British
Baptist Colleges, the Baptist Union of Great Britain, BMS World Mission, the Baptist
Ministers’ Fellowship and the Baptist Historical Society. These organizations also provide
financial support for its work.

Sally Nelson, Secretary to the Whitley Committee

INTRODUCTION

This study makes a detailed examination of the evangelicalism of Dan Taylor (1738-1816), a
leading eighteenth-century General Baptist minister and founder of the New Connexion of
General Baptists – a revival movement. Through extensive use of primary material, the chief
facets and underpinning tenets of Taylor’s evangelicalism are delineated. Particular
consideration will be given to Taylor’s spiritual formation; soteriology; understanding of the
atonement; beliefs regarding the means and process of conversion; ecclesiology; approach to
baptism, the Lord’s Supper and worship; and his missiology. Many new insights will be
provided on the theological thinking of this important evangelical figure. This examination of
Taylor’s evangelicalism also makes a contribution to the recent debates regarding the origins
of evangelicalism. The extent of the continuity between evangelicalism and its Protestant past
has been a particular point of disagreement. It is here that the nature of Taylor’s
evangelicalism is especially relevant. It will be seen that it reflects that which was distinct
about evangelicalism as a movement that emerged from within the eighteenth-century
Evangelical Revival. Taylor’s propensity for innovation serves as a unifying theme
throughout this study, with many of its accompanying patterns of thinking and practical
expressions, demonstrating that which was distinct about evangelicalism as a primarily
eighteenth-century phenomenon.

EMERGENT EVANGELICAL

On 11 June 1800 Taylor represented the General Body of Protestant Dissenting Ministers in a
direct address to King George III. 1 While his selection for this role reflected the respect he
commanded as a leading evangelical figure, the nature of his background meant he would not
have envisaged ever being presented with such an opportunity. 2 Taylor was born into a poor
1

Adam Taylor, Memoirs Of The Rev. Dan Taylor, Late Pastor Of The General Baptist
Church, Whitechapel, London; With Extracts From His Diary, Correspondence, And Unpublished
Manuscripts (London: Baynes and Son, 1820), p. 220. As with this reference, it should be noted that in
my use of all primary sources, I have endeavoured to follow the capitalisation, grammar, spelling and
formatting of the original titles. A further point to note is that Dan Taylor did not use inclusive
language. While I have quoted Taylor accurately, I have sought to use inclusive language in my own
writing in this study.
2
For a description of the material constraints that were apparent in Taylor’s upbringing, see
Taylor, Memoirs, pp. 2-3.

household near Halifax, West Riding in 1738. 3 He was the second son of Azor and Mary who
had eight children. Family life was marked by material austerity, hard work and a regard for
moral living. From the age of four to twenty-four, Taylor worked with his father in a local
coal mine. This was arduous and dangerous, and on at least one occasion he nearly lost his
life. 4 He received no formal education other than that taught by his mother. The Bible was
read to him from an early age and the family regularly attended Halifax Parish Church. 5

Taylor’s introduction to the Evangelical Revival began during the mid-1750s when he
travelled many miles with his brother John (1743-1818) 6 to hear evangelical preachers. In
particular, they made frequent visits to Haworth Parish Church to listen to the preaching of
William Grimshaw (1708-63). 7 While the origins of the evangelical movement in Yorkshire
began with the evangelistic endeavours of others such as Benjamin Ingham (1712-72),
stonemason John Nelson (1707-74), and shoemaker William Darney ([1684/5?]-1774),
Grimshaw’s ministry was significant. As John Walsh notes, he was ‘the dominating figure of
the period’. 8 After Grimshaw embraced evangelicalism in 1738, the twelve regular
communicants at Haworth in 1742 soon grew to a gathering of regularly over a thousand
people. 9 Grimshaw became one of the most renowned evangelists in the North of England. 10
The Taylors’ visits to Haworth involved them standing among crowds of many thousands as
they attended the preaching of other leading evangelicals. These included the Wesley brothers
and George Whitefield (1714-70) whose ministries further contributed to how ‘the revival

3

Taylor, Memoirs, p. 2.
Taylor, Memoirs, pp. 2-4. Adam Taylor describes how Dan Taylor narrowly escaped with
his life when the mine flooded in 1753.
5
Taylor, Memoirs, pp. 2-5. While Adam Taylor did not provide the name of the parish church
that the family attended, my examination of records at the West Yorkshire Archives Office indicate
that it was Halifax Parish Church. See, Richard T. Pollard, ‘To Revive Experimental Religion or
Primitive Christianity in Faith and Practice’: The Pioneering Evangelicalism of Dan Taylor (17381816)’ (unpublished PhD thesis, University of Wales, 2014), p. 29.
6
John Taylor also became a General Baptist minister.
7
Taylor, Memoirs, p. 5. Haworth was twelve miles from the family home in Northowram.
8
John D. Walsh, ‘The Yorkshire Evangelicals in the Eighteenth Century: With Especial
Reference to Methodism’ (unpublished PhD thesis, University of Cambridge, 1956), p. 330. For the
significance of Grimshaw’s ministry in Yorkshire, see Walsh, pp. 96-113. See also, Frank Baker,
William Grimshaw 1708-63 (London: Epworth Press, 1963).
9
John Newton, Memoirs of the Life of the Late Rev. William Grimshaw, with Occasional
Reflections by John Newton, in Six Letters to the Rev. Henry Foster (London: Bensley, 1799), p. 70.
10
John W. Laycock, Methodist Heroes in the Great Haworth Round, 1734-84 (Keighley:
Wadsworth, 1909), p. 32.
4
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was expanding and consolidating in Yorkshire’. 11 Taylor was both a witness of this revival
and willing participant.

Taylor’s nephew, Adam Taylor (1768-1832), recorded how Dan Taylor’s trips to Haworth
frequently ‘melted him to tears’. 12 The preached message of the need to place faith in Christ
as the Son of God, who died for the sins of the world and for each person individually, was
‘instrumental’ in helping Taylor gain ‘clearer views of the plan of mercy through a
redeemer’. 13 Taylor soon considered his inherited understanding of the gospel as deficient and
stated that ‘if the gospel had been preached as it ought to have been, he should have obtained
liberty much sooner’. 14 He perceived the evangelical depiction of the gospel as something
new and with which he felt compelled to engage.

As Taylor participated in the revival he encountered what David Bebbington in his 1989
publication of his landmark Evangelicalism in Modern Britain refers to as evangelicalism’s
‘special marks’ of ‘conversionism’ – the belief that human beings need to be converted;
‘activism’ – that the gospel needs to be expressed in effort; ‘biblicism’ – a special regard for
the Bible as the source of spiritual truth; and ‘crucicentrism’ – a particular focus on the
atoning work of Christ on the cross. 15 While Bebbington does not present the movement as
entirely uniform but as comprising numerous strands, he is clear that this ‘quadrilateral of
priorities’ forms ‘the basis of Evangelicalism’ and provides it with a ‘self-conscious unity’. 16
The way Bebbington roots his examination of evangelicalism within a close consideration of
the surrounding context of the English Enlightenment provides a further reason for the
attention I have placed on his understanding of evangelicalism. While Reginald Ward, for
example, provides insights into the origins and nature of evangelicalism, the thrust of his
focus is the influence of Continental Pietism. 17 However, there is no evidence of direct
11

Walsh, ‘The Yorkshire Evangelicals in the Eighteenth Century’, p. 144.
Taylor, Memoirs, p. 6.
13
Taylor, Memoirs, p. 6.
14
Taylor, Memoirs, p. 9. Adam Taylor’s account of Taylor’s entrance into evangelicalism is
particularly important as neither Taylor’s diary entries, surviving letters, nor published works cover
this period. It was not until 1764 that Taylor began writing his diary and he was then occupied with
more immediate concerns rather than recording his experience of faith during his earlier years.
15
David W. Bebbington, Evangelicalism in Modern Britain: A History from the 1730s to the
1980s (London: Unwin Hyman 1989), pp. 2-17.
16
Bebbington, Evangelicalism in Modern Britain, pp. 3, 3, 27.
17
See, e.g., W. Reginald Ward, The Protestant Evangelical Awakening (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1992), and Early Evangelicalism: A Global Intellectual History, 16701789 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006).
12
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continental influences on Taylor or on his formation of the New Connexion which was a
thoroughly English movement. A further core dimension of Bebbington’s approach is that he
views evangelicalism as inseparable from the beginnings of the Evangelical Revival in the
1730s. 18 This aspect of Bebbington’s understanding of evangelicalism has proved most
contentious. An example is the 2008 publication The Emergence of Evangelicalism, edited by
Michael Haykin and Kenneth Stewart. 19 In the main the contributors seek to demonstrate that
eighteenth-century evangelicalism was no more than a continuum of theological thinking and
practices, particularly those associated with the Reformation and Puritanism. The extent to
which Taylor’s pioneering evangelicalism serves to support Bebbington’s argument is a
central theme of this study.

When Taylor listened to evangelical preachers he heard a uniformity of message. This
comprised what Grimshaw referred to as the ‘main doctrines of all discourse’ and included
‘Man’s fall and degeneracy, his redemption through Jesus Christ alone, the nature & necessity
of the new birth, justification by faith alone, sanctification by the indwelling spirit of our
redeemer’. 20 These elements formed the essential content of the evangelical message Taylor
heard. Grimshaw also contended that it was not beneficial for his listeners to insist on subjects
of controversy in his preaching. 21 Taylor also came to embrace this conviction. He later urged
ministers to ‘be little concerned in the pulpit about niceties of dispute, especially in
nonessentials’. 22 A consequence of Taylor having been introduced to this style of preaching at
Haworth was that he was unlikely to have then been aware of the differing theological
standpoints surrounding the scope of the atonement. While these differences had elsewhere
caused contention between the Wesley brothers and George Whitefield and some discord
between their partisans, 23 Walsh notes that ‘here on the moors individual quiddities, Election

18

Bebbington, Evangelicalism in Modern Britain, p. 20.
The Emergence of Evangelicalism: Exploring Historical Continuities, ed. by Michael A.G.
Haykin and Kenneth J. Stewart (Nottingham: Apollos, 2008).
20
William Grimshaw, ‘Letter to John Gillies’, 19 July 1754, in John Gillies, Historical
Collections Relating to Remarkable Periods of the Success of the Gospel (Kelso: Rutherford, 1845),
pp. 506-8 (p. 507). Historical Collections was first published in 1754, although Grimshaw’s letter was
not included.
21
Newton, Memoirs…Rev. William Grimshaw, p. 99.
22
Dan Taylor, ‘Letter to George Birley’, 6 February 1778, Letters from the Revd Dan Taylor
to the Revd George Birley, 1771-1808, Angus Library and Archive, Regent’s Park College, Oxford,
Hughes Collection (D/HUS 1/6/5) (page not numbered).
23
For example, in 1739 John Wesley published his 29 April 1739 sermon on Free Grace
within which he challenged the doctrines of limited atonement and unconditional election. Annexed to
this work was a poem on universal redemption by Charles Wesley, see John Wesley, Free Grace: A
19
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or Perfection, seemed insignificant while the great harvest stretched before the little band of
reapers’. 24 This was reflected in how Taylor held the Wesleys and Whitefield in equal
regard. 25

While Taylor and many others in the West Riding considered the content of evangelical
gospel preaching as new, what Grimshaw cited as its ‘main doctrines’ were found within the
teaching of earlier movements such as the Protestant Reformers, Puritans and Separatists. It
also shared certain commonalities with Latitudinarianism, which was dominant in the Church
of England in the eighteenth century. 26 Similar to the evangelicalism Taylor came to embrace,
many Latitudinarians disliked theological controversy and instead promoted irenicism. A
further commonality was the way in which their preaching and written works tended to be
marked by plainness, absence of abstractionism and an emphasis on the practical duties of
faith. 27 Despite these similarities, a crucial difference was how Latitudinarians often
understood salvation without reference to Christ’s atoning work and as guaranteed for those
who lived a moral life. 28 Taylor was likely influenced by Latitudinarianism as he worshipped
at Halifax Parish Church under the ministry of George Legh (1693-1775). Despite Legh being
a friend to evangelicals, 29 wider evidence, such as his strong association with Bishop
Benjamin Hoadly (1676-1761), upholds John Hargreaves’ designation of Legh as an
‘undogmatic Latitudinarian’. 30 Legh’s Latitudinarian leanings would have contributed to what
Taylor found to be new as he listened to evangelicals emphasise the sufficiency for salvation
of the exercise of faith alone in Christ’s atoning work.

Sermon Preach’d At Bristol (Bristol: S. and F. Farley, 1739). In response, Whitefield wrote a reply to
John Wesley where he strongly defended the sovereignty of God in salvation, see George Whitefield,
‘A Letter to the Rev. Mr. John. Wesley’, 24 December 1740, in George Whitefield, George
Whitefield’s Journals, new edn (London: Banner of Truth Trust, 1960), pp. 571-88. This publication
is a revision of William Wales’ 1905 edition of Whitefield’s Journals.
24
Walsh, ‘The Yorkshire Evangelicals in the Eighteenth Century’, p. 108. Walsh’s reference
to ‘Perfection’ concerns John Wesley’s doctrine of perfection.
25
Taylor, Memoirs, p. 5.
26
Latitudinarianism emerged in the seventeenth century through individuals including the
Archbishop of Canterbury John Tillotson who drew upon the ideas of Cambridge Platonists such as
Ralph Cudworth. For an examination of Latitudinarianism and its central tenets see Martin I.J. Griffin
Jr, Latitudinarianism in the Seventeenth-Century Church of England, ed. by Lila Freedman (Leiden:
Brill, 2005).
27
Patrick Muller, Latitudinarianism and Didactism in Eighteenth Century Literature: Moral
Theology in Fielding, Sterne and Goldsmith (Frankfurt: Peter Lang, 2009), pp. 79-82.
28
Griffin, Latitudinarianism, pp. 39-40, 106, 126-48.
29
John A. Hargreaves, ‘Religion and Society in the Parish of Halifax c. 1740-1914’
(unpublished PhD thesis, Huddersfield Polytechnic, 1991), pp. 71-72.
30
Hargreaves, ‘Religion and Society in the Parish of Halifax c. 1740-1914’, p. 71.
5

At Haworth Taylor was introduced to new ways in which the gospel was articulated. The
framing of sermons around an invitation for people to put their faith in Christ, use of market
language, limited doctrinal detail and importance placed on the experiential, were influential
on his evangelical development. Taylor’s first published work was a tribute to Grimshaw as a
‘powerful preacher’. 31 The Anglican minister and hymn writer John Newton (1725-1807)
emphasised that whereas many who had a Church of England background ‘seldom heard any
thing more from the pulpit, than cold lectures upon lean, modern morality’, Grimshaw
‘commanded their attention…as one who was well assured of the truth and importance of his
message’. 32 Evangelicals such as Grimshaw also tended to dismiss ‘metaphysical subtleties’
and ‘speculative’ aspects of the faith as superfluous to the core gospel message, and
particularly to the task of helping people reach a point of conversion to Christ. 33 As examined
later, this subsequently became a central characteristic of Taylor’s approach. It also reflected
how intellectual thinking and social attitudes gave rise to pragmatism as part of the English
Enlightenment. 34

The significant ways Taylor was impacted by evangelicalism led him in 1755 to join the
Methodists in Halifax where, for nine years, he was actively involved. 35 His participation in
the Halifax society gave him the opportunity to delve more deeply into those elements of
evangelical teaching that had fostered within him a new sense of liberation and understanding
of the Saviour. When he attended society meetings he was taught the key tenets of
Methodism. A general view of the atonement was laid before Taylor who quickly embraced
the doctrine. 36 As examined later, his involvement in the society’s structures and participation
in hymn singing were influential on his future approach to ministry. Taylor’s involvement in
Methodism and travels to Haworth were highly formative upon his evangelical development.

31

Anon. [Dan Taylor], A Thought on the Death of the Late Reverend Mr. Wm. Grimshaw, who
died the 7th April 1763 (Halifax: Darby, 1763), p. 1.
32
Newton, Memoir…Rev. William Grimshaw, p. 56. The formatting of ‘any thing’ in the first
of these quotations is as in the original.
33
Newton, Memoirs…Rev. William Grimshaw, p. 99.
34
See, e.g., Roy Porter, Enlightenment: Britain and the Creation of the Modern World
(London: Penguin, 2000), p. 22.
35
Taylor, Memoirs, p. 6.
36
Taylor, Memoirs, p. 6.
6

INNOVATIVE APOLOGIST

For various reasons, Taylor declined the opportunity to become a travelling Methodist
preacher and withdrew from the Methodist movement in 1762.37 Later that year, he assumed
leadership of a small group of fellow Methodist seceders in Hepstonstall, near Halifax. 38 He
acquired premises for the fellowship in nearby Wadsworth and soon afterwards left his
employment in the coal mine to commit more fully to the fellowship’s development. 39 In
early 1763, Taylor helped the fellowship establish core ecclesiological and theological
principles they could unite around. 40 These included a commitment to a general view of the
atonement and an embracing of believers’ baptism. Taylor was himself baptised in February
1763. 41 The church soon grew in number with Elizabeth Saltonstall who became his first
wife, one of the ‘first fruits’. 42 He then oversaw the process by which the fellowship became
the first General Baptist church in Yorkshire. 43
Taylor was ordained in July 1763 44 and soon began visiting other General Baptist churches
as he raised funds for the building of a church on a hillside called Birchcliff – the name by
which the fellowship subsequently became known. 45 During these visits, Taylor became
aware that many General Baptists were resistant to the Evangelical Revival and held contrary
understandings to himself concerning subjects such as the nature of sin, deity of Christ and
atonement. These beliefs – usually referred to as Socinianism, Unitarianism and Universalism
differed greatly from those he had embraced within the Evangelical Revival. Displaying an
almost palpable frustration, he noted ‘How far do we differ in judgement with respect to all
these things! What can be done?’ 46 He responded by assuming the role of an evangelical
apologist. In 1772 Taylor wrote The Scriptural Account of the Way of Salvation which
provided a direct response to the teachings of William Graham (1721-96) – an influential
Unitarian minister in the West Riding and close friend to the eminent scientist, philosopher
37

Taylor, Memoirs, p. 9.
Taylor, Memoirs, p. 9.
39
Taylor, Memoirs, p. 10.
40
Taylor, Memoirs, p. 10.
41
Taylor, Memoirs, p. 13.
42
Taylor, Memoirs, p. 17.
43
Taylor, Memoirs, p. 15.
44
Taylor, Memoirs, p. 15.
45
Taylor, Memoirs, p. 17. Throughout this study, I have used the spelling of ‘Birchcliff’ which
is the way it was written by Taylor and his contemporaries. It later became known as ‘Birchcliffe’.
46
Dan Taylor, diary extract, 19 May 1765, in Taylor, Memoirs, p. 21.
38
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and Unitarian theologian Joseph Priestley (1733-1804). 47 Taylor insisted that Graham adopt a
scriptural understanding of both humankind’s depravity and guilt before God, and how
salvation was acquired only as a free gift through faith in the atoning work of the fully human
and yet fully divine Christ. 48 While Taylor provided an orthodox depiction of the essentials of
the faith, his surrounding theological framework was typical of how he functioned as an
innovative apologist. The compatibility he highlighted between reason and revelation was a
significant example. He was unhesitating that the most natural orientation of humankind’s
extensive capability as a ‘rational creature; capable of thinking, reasoning and judging’ was to
‘receive and embrace’ divine revelation. 49 He was unreserved in his praise for what he
referred to as the ‘grand office of reason’. 50 Taylor’s position was typical of how Bebbington
argues that evangelicalism was not a fundamentalist reaction to the preeminence placed upon
reason within the the social, cultural and intellectual phenomenon of the Enlightenment, but
was itself ‘an expression of the age of reason’. 51

Taylor’s conviction that the process of submission to divine revelation was complemented
by a rational means of approach was at variance to most Puritan assumptions. Even among
Arminian Puritans such as the influential seventeenth-century poet and polemicist John
Milton (1608-74), and the theologian John Goodwin (1594-1665), a deeply entrenched
sensitivity concerning the corrupting effects of sin led to a refusal to commend the benefits of
rational thinking in the salvific process. For example, while Milton resisted strictly
deterministic understandings of salvation, his recurring emphasis upon the corrupting
influences of the ‘general depravity of the human mind and its propensity to sin’ meant he
never attributed specific credence to people’s rational abilities. 52 Taylor’s positive
endorsement of humankind’s rational capacity reflected his refusal to accept that a person’s
depraved nature restricted their ability to respond in reasoned manner to the gospel. 53 The

47

Dan Taylor, The Scriptural Account of the Way of Salvation in Two Parts: The former, an
appeal to the conscience of every reader, respecting some important doctrines of Scripture and his
own personal concern in them. The latter, a free examination of a sermon lately published by the Rev.
W. Graham, M.A. Intitled ‘Repentance the only condition of Final Acceptance’ (Halifax: Jacob, 1772).
48
Taylor, Scriptural Account … an appeal, p. 6.
49
Taylor, Scriptural Account … an appeal, p. 8.
50
Taylor, Scriptural Account … an appeal, p. 8.
51
Bebbington, Evangelicalism in Modern Britain, p. 53.
52
John Milton, A Treatise on Christian Doctrine: Compiled From the Holy Scriptures Alone.
Trans. by Charles R. Sumner, Vol. 1 (Boston: Cummings, Billiard and Co, 1825), p. 348.
53
Dan Taylor, diary extract, 1 January 1765, in Taylor, Memoirs, p. 55.
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way in which such a position was alien to Puritans, even those of Arminian persuasion,
effectively illustrates the nature of Taylor’s enlightened evangelicalism.

Taylor’s Scriptural Account of the Way of Salvation was underpinned by references to
significant Enlightenment writers such as Alexander Pope who he commended as a
‘celebrated Poet’. 54 He specifically highlighted Pope’s assertion in his Essay on Man that ‘to
reason right, is to submit’ to God.55 Taylor hailed John Locke (1632-1704) as the
‘consummate Philosopher’ and included references to Locke’s influential works such as The
Reasonableness Of Christianity and An Essay Concerning Human Understanding within
which Locke sought to reconcile faith with empirical knowledge and rational inquiry. 56 The
heralding of sensory perception, experience and evidence as a basis for knowledge which
together lay at the heart of Locke’s empirical approach was particularly influential upon
Taylor. As Taylor sought to convince Graham that it was only through Christ’s obedience
believers are made righteous, and God therefore imputes righteousness as a gift rather than in
response to good works, he employed unmistakeable Lockean terms. Taylor argued that the
appropriateness of God choosing to act in this way was confirmed if people ‘judge according
to the nature of things, or consult our own experience in the matter’. 57 Similarly, as he
reflected on the nature of humankind’s depravity in his 1785 Our Saviour’s Commission to
his Ministers, he argued this was evident ‘from constant observation, from universal
experience, and from the current language of Scripture’. 58 His attempts to convince others of
the truth with reference to the merits of observation and experience were distinct from Puritan
tendencies to focus only upon the scriptures and associated biblically based spiritual practices.
Taylor’s empiricism was so deeply engrained that it naturally undergirded his theological
outlook.
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Taylor’s innovativeness was apparent within the creative fusion of ideas that underpinned
his overarching soteriological motif of God as moral governor. On the one hand, his approach
shared certain parallels of theme and emphasis with the Dutch jurist and early Remonstrant
leader, Hugo Grotius (1583-1645) – a leading exponent of the governmental view of
atonement. 59 Examination of Taylor’s Fundamentals of Religion reveals he shared Grotius’
core belief that God’s moral government was vindicated by Christ’s death. 60 He noted that it
served to appease divine justice as it maintained the highest regard for God’s law and
governing authority. However, whereas Grotius rejected propitiatory understandings of
Christ’s atonement as a sacrificial ransom that paid humankind’s debt before God, Taylor was
firm that Christ gave his life as ‘a ransom for many’. 61 Contrary to Grotius’ rejection of a
penal substitutionary view of the atonement, Taylor insisted that the biblical language of Jesus
having ‘borne our sins, died for our sins, and having been made a propitiation and curse for
humankind’ served to ‘corroborate’ what he referred to as ‘the idea of punishment for our
sins’. 62 This is significant, for while the congruence of governmentalism with wider cultural
trends meant other Baptists of Taylor’s day later engaged creatively with the theory, 63 Taylor
appears to have been the first eighteenth-century Baptist to have fused governmentalism with
a penal approach to the atonement. 64 This was entirely in keeping with his innovative and
pioneering outlook.
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NOVEL ADVOCATE

Taylor advocated a mission-orientated application of spiritual disciplines. He viewed this as
important in helping the New Connexion to maintain an evangelistic focus. He encouraged
the Connexion’s members to fast as this would lead to even greater numbers of ‘quickenings
of soul’. 65 Scriptural meditation was focused on the ‘work of the Lord’ which believers were
called to embrace within scripture’s grand plan of God’s mission. 66 Believers were to engage
regularly in spiritual self-examination and consider whether non-believers might see evidence
of their faith. 67 Taylor was similarly probing when he addressed ministers. He encouraged
them to make sure their inner ‘propensities, passions and tempers’ were always ‘adapted for
the purposes of conversion’. 68 He was fully committed to ensuring all believers utilised the
spiritual disciplines to assist them in sharing the gospel with others.

The importance Taylor placed on a mission-orientated application of spiritual disciplines
was a further distinguishing facet of his evangelicalism. It stood apart from the more
introspective tendencies of many Puritans. Although never monolithic in their outlook,
Puritans generally had little regard for issues surrounding the sharing of the gospel when
engaging in disciplines such as spiritual self-examination. This is apparent within the
reflections on the practices of Puritan piety provided by commentators such as James Packer
and Charles Hambrick-Stowe. 69 When Puritans approached spiritual self-examination they
tended to be more concerned with their own standing before God, particularly as they sought
to identify the ‘signs of grace’ that might indicate they were among those who they believed
God had elected to be saved. William Perkins, one of the foremost Puritan leaders in the
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Church of England, described a process of ‘descending into our own hearts’. 70 Such an
uncertainty was found within the declarations of other English Puritan preachers such as
Thomas Brooks who viewed salvation as a ‘crown that few wear’. 71 Peter Morden draws
attention to the ‘protracted struggle for assurance’ of John Bunyan (1628-88) and how he
tended to lack the ‘confidence and certainty’ expressed by evangelicals. 72 There was, as Ian
Randall states, a tendency for Puritans ‘to see a ‘settled, well-grounded’ assurance of personal
salvation as a blessing that was rare’. 73 Taylor’s position was different. He was convinced that
all who placed their trust in Christ could be confident of their salvation. Declarations that ‘I
have good evidence that my state is safe’, 74 and how he felt ‘excited and encouraged’ by the
‘precious promises’ of scripture regarding the surety of salvation were both normative. 75 This
confident platform of assurance enabled Taylor to utilise spiritual disciplines to maintain a
focus on evangelism.

Taylor also demonstrated a novel manner of proceeding as he acted as a proponent for his
understanding of theological truth. His succinctness was a key distinctive. Given his resolve
to protect the Connexion from the influence of Socinianism and Unitarianism it might have
been expected that its founding Articles of Religion would have expansively outlined his
understanding of the gospel. 76 Instead, Taylor wrote merely 652 words regarding the fall of
humankind, moral law, person and work of Christ, salvation by faith, the Holy Spirit and
baptism. Taylor’s approach to the process of joining the Connexion, and spiritual formation in
general, saw him place primacy on a person’s spiritual experience rather than credal assent.
From 1775 the validity of a person’s telling of their faith experience replaced commitment to
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the Articles as the principal criteria for admission into membership. 77 The brevity of the
Articles is further pronounced when compared to earlier General Baptist creeds and
confessions such as the 1660 Standard Confession, which considered particulars such as
election, the eternal destiny of children, and laying on of hands. 78 Similarly, the 1678
Orthodox Creed is 16,000 words in length and includes reflection on subjects such as the
Trinity, pre-destination and divine providence. 79 In contrast, the nature of Taylor’s
evangelical Arminianism was such that he preferred to isolate only core principles and offer
minimal reflection.

Taylor’s succinctness was a significant difference compared to how the influential
seventeenth-century General Baptist minister Thomas Grantham (1633-92) ‘canvassed the
whole of Christian doctrine’ in Christianismus Primitivus. 80 Rather than engage in detailed
doctrinal reflection, the practical spread of the gospel was always Taylor’s greatest priority.
At his most impassioned, Taylor declared ‘I have now done with preaching on doctrinal
points’ and instead resolved to be ‘diligent in illustrating, enforcing and promoting
experimental and practical religion’. 81 When his role as overseer of the Connexion
necessitated he engaged with doctrine, the underpinning sentiments of this declaration still
influenced his thinking. He also refused to enter into metaphysical and speculative reasoning.
For example, while holding a Trinitarian position, he was critical of John Owen’s (1616-83)
examination of the nature of the Trinity. 82 He was convinced that God never intended people
to debate ‘curious and nice distinctions concerning the manner of his existence’. 83 To prevent
people getting distracted from the priority of sharing the gospel he repeatedly argued that the
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Bible was ‘a plain book, designed to instruct plain people, in a plain way to heaven’. 84 For
instance, unlike the exhaustive manner in which the doctrine of general redemption was
upheld by the few Puritan advocates of the doctrine such as John Goodwin, 85 Taylor insisted
that debate surrounding the scope of Christ’s atonement be restricted to ‘the plain, practical
parts of scripture’. 86 Similarly, when he upheld Christ’s deity in response to what he labelled
as Joseph Priestley’s ‘speculative notions’ concerning Christ’s identity, 87 he concentrated on
that ‘plainly spoken of’ in the scriptures. 88 This was in keeping with a wider Enlightenment
emphasis on pragmatism and simplicity. Taylor highlighted Locke’s recommendation that
believers focus only on the ‘plain, direct meaning’ of the scriptures. 89 This approach informed
all aspects of his theological thinking.

Taylor functioned as a novel advocate regarding his ‘darling theme’ of Christ’s death for
all. 90 Whereas the writings of former General Baptists such as Grantham and Thomas Monck
contain a lack of specific attention to the upholding of general redemption, it was central to all
Taylor taught. 91 Examples include his writings on The Duty of Ministers, 92 ‘Chief Subjects’
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for youth, 93 and Mourning Parent Comforted. 94 Taylor’s foremost emphasis was that all
should know the depth of God’s love as exemplified in the general scope of Christ’s death. He
was resolute that this should motivate believers to share the gospel with others. 95 This
missional thrust of his drawing attention to general redemption extended beyond how Puritan
proponents of the doctrine such as Laurence Saunders and Thomas Moore Sr. emphasised the
scope of God’s love only with the hope of undermining belief in limited atonement. 96

The innovative way Taylor seized all opportunities to promote an understanding of a
general view of the atonement is apparent when compared to John Wesley’s (1703-91)
approach. While Wesley addressed the subject such as in his 1739 sermon on Free Grace, 97
and refuted unconditional election in his 1752 Predestination Calmly Considered, 98 he
generally did not utilise the doctrine as such a dominant theological motif. Distinct from
Taylor’s approach, Wesley spoke on subjects such as Scriptural Christianity 99 and The Way
to the Kingdom 100 without drawing significant attention to the importance of general
redemption. When seeking to account for the greater regularity of emphasis Taylor attached to
the doctrine, it should be noted that the overarching aim of Wesley’s ministry was different
from Taylor’s. Wesley’s prime focus was his belief that ‘God’s design in raising up the
Preachers called Methodists’ was ‘to spread scriptural holiness over the land’. 101 While
Taylor held the need for holiness in high regard, his overriding concern was ‘To revive
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experimental religion or primitive Christianity in faith and practice’. 102 This was underpinned
by his aim that all might grasp ‘the very glory of the gospel’ – Christ’s death for all. 103 It was
therefore central to all that Taylor taught.

Taylor also operated as a novel advocate in the freedom he granted concerning several
longstanding contentious matters within General Baptist practice. In contrast to the General
Baptist prohibition towards the eating of blood, Taylor insisted believers be granted the
‘liberty of thinking and acting according to their own views’. 104 He exercised a similar
freedom regarding the customary practice of the laying on of hands after the administration of
baptism and at the reception of new members. 105 Taylor’s stance was a further indicator of his
progressive outlook. He insisted that ‘I have neither time nor taste for controversy’. 106 Issues
of contention that he deemed as irrelevant to the core message of the gospel were of little
importance to him.

Taylor’s emphasis on liberty was apparent as he advocated the active role of women in the
church. At Birchcliff, he encouraged women to ‘speak freely, on every subject’, and to serve
as elders and deacons. 107 Only two years after the Connexion’s formation he secured
unanimous agreement that women be allowed to vote at church meetings on matters relating
to church order and discipline. 108 Taylor’s stance was in contrast to how wider eighteenthcentury General Baptist life was marked by strict restrictions and rules that regulated
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women’s speaking in worship and at church meetings. 109 His pioneering approach was
indicative of his ecclesiological egalitarianism and sensitivity to the increasing appreciation
found within the Enlightenment towards the moral capacity and shifting social roles of
women.

ENLIGHTENED CRITIC

Taylor throughout his ministry entered into many theological discourses. None was of greater
significance than his 1786-90 engagement with Particular Baptist minister Andrew Fuller
(1754-1815). The catalyst was Fuller’s publication of The Gospel of Christ which became a
renowned statement of eighteenth-century evangelical Calvinism. 110 Fuller’s publication was
motivated by his frustration at the influence of High Calvinism within the Particular Baptists.
Typically, High Calvinists denied that the gospel should be preached to all people. Salvation
was understood as restricted to the elect, who God alone would bring to faith, through the
sovereign outworking of his purposes. They tended to accuse those who advocated the free
offer of salvation to all as teaching that people were saved by their own efforts, rather than by
the grace of God. 111 In contrast, Fuller emphasised divine sovereignty and human
responsibility. 112 He sought to demonstrate that universal gospel invitations were in
accordance with the scriptures and that it was the duty of all to believe. This conviction was at
the heart of the Evangelical Revival with both Calvinists and Arminians preaching it with
equal conviction.

Taylor’s reply took the form of nine letters written to George Birley, a New Connexion
colleague. 113 His tone was respectful as he expressed his hope that Fuller would convince
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Calvinists of the validity of offering gospel invitations. 114 Many aspects of Taylor’s and
Fuller’s discourse were marked by irenicism. This was indicative of how they were nurtured
as evangelicals in the context of the Enlightenment where the values of respect and
cooperation were ascendant. Taylor, however, challenged Fuller’s assumption that the gospel
could be offered universally while not believing there was provision for all in Christ’s
atonement. He urged Fuller to accept that this was an ‘embarrassment to his hypothesis’. 115
His language reflected the high regard found within the Enlightenment for establishing and
testing hypotheses. Taylor insisted that ‘universal invitations must be founded on universal
provision’. 116 He contested Fuller’s judgement that it was unnecessary for non-believers to
have assurance that Christ specifically died for them. Taylor argued that unless this was the
case, nobody would ‘rationally trust’ in Christ as a Saviour. 117 His critique of this aspect of
Fuller’s scheme was underpinned by a Lockean framework where he held that claims to truth
must be judged with reason and common sense.

A consequence of The Gospel Worthy was that Fuller found himself, as John Morris
described, ‘between two fires; the Hyper-Calvinists on the hills and the Arminians in the
vallies’. 118 Fuller anticipated the response from Arminians that if the atonement was limited
to only a few then the means and basis by which most could believe was removed. He cited
the Puritan writer Elisha Coles who argued that though Christ died for a limited number, there
was hope for all as ‘you may be of that number’. 119 Taylor was emphatic that ‘may be’ was
‘no foundation for faith’. 120 As normal in his evangelical response to the works of Puritan
scholars, Taylor emphasised the simplicity and plain message of the scriptures. It was from
this basis he emphasised that all people should have full confidence that Christ died for them.
Taylor was adamant that the gospel could not be received as good news if there was no
assurance of Christ’s death for all. He contended that it presented God as ‘a cruel and
merciless tyrant’, as people could not believe if no provision of salvation had been made for
114
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them. 121 As on other occasions, Taylor’s thinking was undergirded by the influence of the
values of justice and benevolence within the Enlightenment.

Taylor challenged aspects of Fuller’s understanding of the means and process of conversion.
These included Fuller’s beliefs such as the necessity before salvation of the creation of a
divine principle of faith within an unbeliever’s heart, and conviction that regeneration
preceded belief. 122 Taylor resisted such a deterministic outlook with his reasoning also
influenced by the Enlightenment emphasis on individual liberty. He also dismissed Fuller’s
distinction between natural and moral inability. 123 By contending that people possessed the
natural ability to turn to God, but were morally unable to do so, Fuller hoped to defend his
approach from the High Calvinist critique that people were unable to do what was spiritually
good. Likewise, Fuller believed it would exonerate him from the Arminian accusation that his
emphasis on God’s sovereign electing purposes, and limited view of the atonement, meant
people could not be held responsible for their lack of faith. Taylor was convinced that Fuller’s
distinction between natural and moral inability gave rise to a profoundly unjust representation
of God. 124 If, in respect to moral inability, humankind did not have the power to turn to God,
then he viewed the idea proposed by Fuller that God would punish people for their unbelief as
unjust. 125 He likened its unfairness to how, ‘If I were to command a stone to walk, or a horse
to sing, they could not obey me.’ 126 Unlike Fuller, Taylor did not subscribe to the view that a
person’s impurity vitiated their rational capabilities regarding an understanding of salvation.

Taylor’s response to The Gospel Worthy led Fuller to make significant modifications to his
position. He no longer referred to the divine working of the principle of faith in an
unbeliever’s heart but restricted it to a ‘bias of mind’ that God sought to produce. 127 His most
significant shift was his recognition that if he held to a limited view of the scope of the
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atonement, then it was not tenable to argue that the inability of at least some to respond in
faith was not natural, as there were some for whom there was no atonement provision.
Instead, he accepted that Christ’s death was universally sufficient and that all who came to
God would be saved. He declared that ‘not one soul need be sent away for want of a
sufficiency in Christ’s death’ and ‘if every sinner who hears the gospel were to come to Christ
for salvation, every such sinner would undoubtedly be saved’. 128 Although he remained
insistent that the application of Christ’s death was restricted to a limited number, the
atonement position Fuller now assumed was ‘general’ in its scope. He was convinced that
Christ’s death was of ‘infinite value, sufficient to have saved all the world’. 129 This was a
significant change of position and demonstrated Taylor’s commanding influence on Fuller.

Fuller cited Taylor’s influence in an 1803 letter to John Ryland Jr (1753-1825). He wrote, ‘I
freely own that my views of particular redemption were altered by my engaging in that
controversy’. 130 With reference to Taylor, he stated,
I tried to answer my opponent without considering the sufficiency of the atonement in
itself considered, and of its being the ground of gospel invitations; but I could not. I
found not merely his reasoning, but the scriptures themselves, standing in my way. 131

This assertion exposes the inadequacy of argument of commentators such as Clint Sheehan
who have denied Taylor’s influence on Fuller, 132 or presented it in the most minimalistic
way. 133 The profundity of Fuller’s change of perspective and deference to Taylor was
apparent in his admission to Ryland that ‘I conceded to my opponent that the death of Christ
in itself considered, i.e. irrespective of the design of the Father and Son as to its application,
was sufficient for all mankind.’ 134
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Fuller adopted the pseudonym Agnostos for the final part of his discourse with Taylor
which comprised thirteen letters addressed to Fuller. 135 Agnostos’ praise for Fuller
understandably led many to think that Agnostos was ‘a friend and admirer’ of Fuller. 136 Only
after the deaths of Taylor and Fuller did it emerge that Agnostos was actually Fuller
himself. 137 The underhand nature of Fuller’s self-congratulation likely reflected his
uncomfortableness at the significant shifts in perspective he had undergone as a consequence
of his discourse with Taylor. These were now a central component of his theological
apparatus. 138

Taylor also made some surprising pronouncements during his engagement with Fuller. He
accepted that the salvation of at least some could be viewed as containing an element of
absolute determinism and special design. 139 However, his thinking was never worked out in
any systematic way. It is likely that Taylor’s concession to Fuller was pragmatically
motivated as he sought to persuade Fuller to accept, without any qualification, that Christ died
for the sins of all. 140 Taylor was mindful of Fuller’s charge that he had not given sufficient
regard to the efficacy of Christ’s death. Taylor never affirmed the determinacy of God’s
salvific workings without emphasising that this was consistent with Christ’s death for all. This
again suggests Taylor’s change of theological stance was pragmatically inspired. Pragmatism
was a central facet of evangelicalism, whereas it was rarely a catalyst to alteration of
theological conviction expressed by those of earlier Puritan or scholastic persuasion.

Taylor’s discourse with Fuller revealed creative aspects of Taylor’s evangelical
Arminianism. These included his apparent belief in the doctrine of the perseverance of the
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saints. Fuller concluded that Taylor ‘allows of the certain perseverance of all true
believers.’ 141 Taylor responded with an unequivocal declaration that ‘nothing is more clear to
me, than that God has made sufficient provision for the perseverance of all believers’. 142 This
suggests he held a belief in the doctrine. Taylor’s reluctance to record his thoughts on the
subject may reflect some uncertainty regarding how to harmonise his belief with the wider
elements of his framework. At that time it was unusual for someone who subscribed to the
doctrine of the perseverance of the saints to hold a general view of the atonement.

Taylor’s engagement with Fuller exposed how Taylor’s Enlightenment-inspired
understanding of justice formed the basis from which he rejected imputed guilt. While Taylor
was firm regarding humankind’s guilt and sinful state before God, 143 he believed humanity’s
culpability before God was based only on actual sins committed. This differed from how
Fuller viewed people as subjects of God’s condemnation due to the imputation of Adam’s
guilt. Taylor’s understanding of the scriptures and way he had been sensitised to an
Enlightenment-influenced regard for benevolent justice meant he felt unable to accept this
belief. Although a rejection of the doctrine of imputed guilt was a common characteristic of
Arminian theology, 144 Taylor’s position was distinctive. For example, John Wesley believed
that through Christ’s death all were cleared from Adam’s guilt, 145 whereas Taylor’s approach
was rooted in a rational understanding of justice, whereby no person could be judged as guilty
before any law had been broken. 146 This further demonstrated how Taylor in his response to
Fuller, acted as an enlightened critic.
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THE BAPTIST WESLEY

Taylor sought to foster a practical and experiential regard for the truth of the gospel which
was akin to that introduced to Methodism by John Wesley. As he prioritised the development
of the relational means by which this could be achieved, he introduced Wesley’s structure of
class meetings at Birchcliff. Class meetings formed the ‘basic unit’ of Methodism with its
intimate setting of twelve or so members, the prime place where previous learning was
reinforced and people assisted in their application of scriptural truth. 147 Taylor noted that ‘I
would set down in several classes, the names of my dear brethren, that I may more regularly
take them, a class at a time, and recommend them with their several circumstances and
necessities, as far as I know them, to the Lord.’ 148 Within the context of General and
Particular Baptist life, the formation of class meetings was a pioneering initiative.

The methodology of the class meeting became the framework for Taylor’s enterprising
formation of experience meetings. He initiated these at Birchcliff in the late 1760s and then
later throughout the New Connexion. 149 Similar to class meetings, members were divided into
groups that met weekly. Group leaders recounted their recent experience of faith, including
reference to their ‘struggles against inward and outward enemies’ and ‘advancement or
decline in the Christian course’. 150 Members were then expected to do likewise as they, for
example, engaged with probing questions regarding the need for them to be sharing the gospel
with others. 151 The increased primacy given to spiritual experience is further illustrative of the
lesser significance Taylor attached to the importance of credal assent in the process of
spiritual formation. It also reflected the wider credence attached to personal experience within
Enlightenment thought.
Another distinctive feature of experience meetings was that, similar to Methodist class
meetings, they were not restricted to believers. Instead, they were open to all ‘who desired to
engage in the cause of Christ, and wished to obtain religious knowledge’. 152 They fulfilled the
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same function of ‘evangelism and conservation’ that Henry Rack attributes to class
meetings. 153 Their mixed composition points to an increasingly common facet of eighteenthcentury evangelicalism, namely the belief that an experience of God was a catalyst to
conversion. It was perhaps for this reason that Taylor placed such priority on experience
meetings. He even established them during the short period he was minister at the General
Baptist church in Halifax between 1783-85. 154
Taylor also developed discipline meetings. 155 They were held once every six weeks and
focused on a particular aspect of Christian discipline. Taylor was here replicating another of
Wesley’s structures which he had previously participated within – a band meeting. As Kevin
Watson notes, band meetings provided a context where ‘searching, blunt conversation
occurred’. 156 This was very much the nature of Taylor’s discipline meetings. Taylor’s
adaptation, into the Baptist context, of structures pivotal to Wesley’s design of Methodist
societies was typical of the pioneering nature of his evangelicalism.

Taylor shared Wesley’s belief that the spread of the gospel was aided by believers
associating together. He asked ‘Can we believe that Methodism would have ever spread so
universally, had Mr. WESLEY and his preachers never associated?’ 157 Taylor emphasised
that it was ‘by mutual intercourse, we may be able to contribute a considerable share toward
the effectual propagation of the gospel’. 158 This conviction was pivotal to Taylor’s formation
of the New Connexion in 1770. His entrance into General Baptist life had left him troubled as
he encountered contrary understandings, to that taught within the Evangelical Revival,
regarding the nature of sin, deity of Christ and atonement. 159 He felt that the gospel could be
more effectively propagated by closely partnering with other believers such as the
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Independent churches of Arminian conviction associated with the fellowship in Barton-in-theBeans, Leicestershire. These formed five of the Connexion’s initial sixteen churches. 160 He
viewed the development of a coordinated movement of churches as imperative to the effective
spread of the gospel. This initiative was without precedent among Baptists. It was typical of
how a propensity for evangelicals to pioneer had led to the emergence of wider bodies of
believers, such as the different streams within Methodism. As John Coffey notes, these were
similarly ‘devoted to propagating vital evangelical religion’, and ‘coalesced around dynamic
itinerant evangelists’ like John Wesley, George Whitefield, and Howell Harris. 161 The
Connexion was certainly in this mould.

Taylor developed a coherent collective identity throughout the Connexion. He urged
churches to ensure their representation at the annual Association, regarding it as crucial in
helping ‘to assist one another in endeavours so very important, as well as in the conversion of
poor sinners to our Lord Jesus Christ’. 162 His establishment of quarterly regional conferences
also enabled ministers, deacons and chosen representatives to confer on the concerns of their
churches. 163 He was convinced that a failure among General Baptists outside the Connexion
to prioritise meaningful associations with other churches had led to the ‘glaring fact’ that
‘their cause in many places was nearly extinct’. 164 Taylor was adamant that ‘much of the
success of the New Connexion of General Baptists, is owing to the love and zeal of their
ministers and members, and their frequent conferences with each other’. 165 The sense of
togetherness that Taylor fostered served to aid the movement’s missional focus.

Within Baptist life, Taylor was the architect of an innovative framework within which
churches associated together. It was distinct from how Particular Baptists began to associate
more meaningfully from the late eighteenth-century, and exceeded the advisory powers that
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General Baptists outside the Connexion gave to its Assembly. 166 An example of the interdependency Taylor fostered concerned his coordinated approach to monetary giving. He
urged churches to share their financial difficulties with the annual Association which selected
a limited number of needs to which all churches were expected to contribute. 167 This
collective perspective enabled the building of numerous churches. 168 It also provided financial
aid for ministers with Taylor establishing both an Aged Ministers Fund and Itinerant Fund.169
Taylor’s response to the Connexion’s financial needs was indicative of how, like Wesley in
Methodism, he used the structures and relational bonds that existed between the churches in a
practical and innovative way.

Taylor occupied an influence and authority over the Connexion’s churches that was largely
without precedent in English Baptist history. Adam Taylor recorded that ‘his opinion was
considered almost as an oracle’. 170 Independent minister John Kello (1750-1827) noted that
he was viewed with ‘deference, esteem and expectation’ throughout the Connexion.171 Similar
to the source of some of John Wesley’s influence over Methodism, Taylor’s unrivalled status
within the Connexion emanated chiefly from his centrality to all aspects of the movement. He
chaired its annual Associations, oversaw all aspects of training, represented the Connexion to
wider evangelical bodies and defended the movement from its theological detractors. Taylor’s
commitment to the Connexion’s members was clear. He travelled approximately 25,000
miles, preached 20,000 sermons and assisted at thirty-eight ordinations. 172 He opened new
meeting houses, offered advice to churches, and settled disputes. As Henry Vedder stated,
Taylor was ‘the life and soul of the movement’. 173 His relational energy and commitment to
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the movement’s churches formed a vital consolidating function and, although never his
intention, is important in accounting for the scope of his authority.

The Connexion’s deference to Taylor gave him opportunity for directive oversight, yet he
was rarely forceful or overbearing. He insisted that ‘I pretend to dictate nothing.’ 174 His
determination to serve the Connexion in the manner of friend and guardian, rather than
master, meant he ensured that decision making did not rest with himself but with the annual
Association. 175 Neither did this body possess the authority to make decisions on behalf of the
churches. 176 Its role was restricted to guidance and recommendation. A similar sense of
freedom emanated from the letters Taylor wrote on behalf of the Association. For instance,
when offering guidance on the prevalence of ‘ungoverned passions’ among youth, he
emphasised that ‘We are very far, Brethren, from wishing to lord it over your consciences, in
this or any other instance of your conduct.’ 177 This was indicative of how Taylor fused a
desire to nurture the Connexion’s churches, alongside a commitment to preserve their liberty.

The priority Taylor placed on the protection of liberty was evident in his lack of prescriptive
direction concerning ecclesiastical order. He was convinced this should remain at the
discretion of the churches. 178 Neither was Taylor dogmatic about the precise offices churches
should adopt. He taught that each church possessed the ‘full power to choose or refuse such
officers, as may be judged most conducive to the edification of their own souls’. 179 While the
granting of freedom to the local church was a long established principle of General Baptist
ecclesiastical polity, both the Standard Confession, and Orthodox Creed, contain Articles
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regarding the function of church offices and workings of church governance. 180 The absence
of these subjects from the Connexion’s Articles and Confession Of Faith is significant. For
Taylor, these matters were not priorities. The nature of his evangelicalism was such that he
had no appreciation for unity and truth in terms of correct ecclesiastical order, but was far
more concerned with their pragmatic capacity for engendering relational bonds of common
purpose, focus and passion for the spread of the gospel. This conviction, when placed
alongside his Enlightenment-influenced respect for individual freedom and expression of
opinion, was a further important contributor to the liberty he extended to the Connexion’s
churches.

Taylor’s refusal to monopolise control was apparent in his deferential regard for the
Association. His letters to the churches were circulated only after they had been read to the
annual Association and approved by the delegates. The chief instance of Taylor’s submission
to the Association surrounded his 1783 move to the General Baptist church in Halifax. On
receiving the invitation, he immediately referred the matter to the judgement of the annual
Association. 181 Taylor was convinced that God, through people’s corporate decision making
and prayer, would provide a ‘wisdom which is profitable to direct’. 182 On this basis, Taylor
accepted the Association’s judgement that he should accept the invitation. The same pattern
was followed in 1785 when he relocated to London and again demonstrated an ecclesiological
confidence in God granting his wisdom through the collective voice of his people. 183 The
placing of importance on this core Baptist value further illustrates the way in which Taylor
was the Baptist Wesley.
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CREATIVE PROPONENT

A central aspect of Taylor’s pioneering evangelicalism was how he acted as a creative
proponent for certain of his theological principles. This was apparent in his defence of
believers’ baptism. He assumed a non-sacramental interpretation. His writings contain no
mention of its efficacy. This differed from the sacramental leanings of many seventeenthcentury General Baptists. Although the way baptism is described in Article twenty-seven of
the Orthodox Creed as a ‘sacrament’ and as an ‘ordinance’ is a reminder ‘not to read modern
distinctions back into the expressions of our predecessors’, there is wider evidence of General
Baptist sacramentalism from the seventeenth century. 184 Examples include Thomas Helwys
(1575-1616) who viewed baptism as inseparable from the work of the Spirit in a believer’s
life. 185 The way Grantham viewed baptism ‘as a means of sanctification’ and as having
‘kindled his [Christ’s] presence in an extraordinary way’, also extended far beyond that
posited by Taylor. 186

Sacramental interpretations can also be found among the seventeenth-century Particular
Baptists. The Baptist Catechism describes baptism as a means through which ‘Christ
communicates to us the benefits of redemption’ and which becomes ‘effectual to the elect’.187
While the understanding of baptism held by seventeenth-century Baptists may not have been
uniform, Philip Thompson highlights how it was believed that Christ was ‘active in the
rite’. 188 In contrast, Taylor viewed baptism only as a symbol of Christ’s death, burial and
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resurrection and command to be obeyed. Taylor’s non-sacramental interpretation also
differed, by degree, from that of many eighteenth-century Baptists. While Stanley Fowler
highlights the works of Particular Baptists such as John Gill (1697-1771) Anne Dutton (16951765) and Andrew Fuller as evidence of a ‘retreat from a more clearly sacramental view of
baptism’, they all contain sacramental elements not held by Taylor. 189 Examples include
Gill’s emphasis on how baptism facilitates a cleansing from sin, 190 Dutton’s description of
baptism as God’s ‘Seal’ of salvation, 191 and Fuller’s understanding of baptism as serving to
‘sanctify the soul’ and a means by which ‘sin is washed away’. 192 The continuing sacramental
tendencies of these Particular Baptists extended beyond Taylor’s understanding of baptism.

It is unfortunate that Fowler’s examination of Baptist approaches to baptism does not make
any reference to Taylor. If Taylor’s failure to give any credence to the efficacious nature of
baptism had been acknowledged by Fowler, this would have drawn attention to Taylor as an
innovator. Taylor’s outlook anticipated the approach to baptism that became ascendant in the
nineteenth century. As Fowler notes, ‘By the end of the 19th century, it was widely assumed
by Baptists that baptism is an “ordinance” as opposed to a “sacrament”, an act of human
obedience as opposed to a means of grace.’ 193 This perspective was the same as that taught by
Taylor.

Although neither Fowler nor Thompson mention Enlightenment values as a factor in the
gradual transition of Baptists away from sacramental understandings of baptism, their
influence on Taylor is again apparent. This was evident in his response to the arguments in
favour of infant baptism propounded by Independent minister Stephen Addington (1729-96).
Whereas Addington claimed that the baptism of infants signified their ‘spiritual purity’,194
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Taylor dismissed this as a ‘vague and indeterminate’ judgement. 195 He viewed it as illogical,
asking ‘How can this be done to an infant?’ 196 His emphasis on what was logical or provable
was akin to an Enlightenment scientific outlook. This influenced Taylor’s disregard of any
viewpoint that was rooted in an efficacious understanding of baptism. Enlightenment
influences were apparent as Taylor acted as a proponent of baptism by immersion. He
reasoned that all doubts concerning the validity of immersion were ‘contrary to the truths
derived from daily observation, and constant experience’. 197 Taylor attempted to substantiate
this by making creative use of knowledge from a range of disciplines. For example, he
responded to concerns that immersion was damaging to health by highlighting medical
writings regarding the benefits of cold bathing. 198 His use of extra-biblical material was
grounded in an enlightenment approach.

Taylor’s publications on baptism lack the meticulous attention to the scriptures that
characterised Puritan approaches to the subject, such as Richard Baxter’s 1649 Plain
Scripture Proof of Infants. 199 Neither is there the style of close scriptural exegesis of
circumcision and covenant as found in Grantham’s The Paedo-Baptist Apology. 200 Taylor
simply argued that there is no New Testament evidence for any connection between
circumcision and baptism and that neither are referred to as seals of any covenant. 201 This
stood at variance to how Article twenty-eight of the Orthodox Creed refers to baptism as ‘a
sign of our entrance into the covenant of grace’. 202 Taylor’s position reflected his tendency to
reject theological positions that possessed any hint of nebulousness.

Taylor also displayed an inventiveness regarding the Lord’s Supper. His lack of attention to
the precise nature of the Supper, absence of interest in the specifics of self-preparation and
belief it should be celebrated weekly were significant differences compared to Puritan
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practices. 203 Taylor’s advocacy of its experiential benefits was the standout feature of his
approach. An emphasis upon divine encounter accompanies Taylor’s every reference to the
Table. Entirely typical was how through participation at the Table ‘we make a near approach
even to heaven itself…and…behold the King in his beauty; and the sight raises, and
sometimes almost ravishes the soul’. 204 He complained that ‘Too many alas!…go to
ordinances with no such view as this.’ 205 While Taylor shared the conviction of earlier
General Baptists that the elements were only representations of Christ’s body and blood, his
experiential emphasis was quite distinct. Its spiritual benefits are absent from references to the
Supper in John Smyth’s Short Confession of Faith, 206 Thomas Helwys’ A Declaration of
Faith of English People, 207 and the Standard Confession. 208 Although Article twenty-three of
the Orthodox Creed mentions the ‘spiritual nourishment’ of the Supper, no particular
significance was placed upon this. 209 Grantham’s limited reference to the external spiritual
motivation that the Supper provided 210 was also very different to Taylor’s creative depiction
of God having designed the Supper as a ‘reviving ordinance’ and ‘chief means
of…edification’, as he impressed upon the Connexion’s churches. 211

Taylor’s high regard for the experiential was central to his endorsement of hymn singing
that he was introduced to within Methodism. 212 He described how non-believers had ‘often
been instructed, admonished, and otherwise benefitted’ as they participated in sung
worship. 213 Compared to the common practice of the wider General Baptists, Taylor’s
position was pioneering. While the General Baptist Assembly in 1735 allowed churches to
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hold different views on the matter 214 and there were exceptional instances of General Baptist
congregations engaging in hymn singing, there was widespread agreement that collective
singing was inappropriate. Taylor responded to this viewpoint in his interaction with the
General Baptist minister Gilbert Boyce (1712-1800). Unlike Boyce, Taylor contended that
singing should not be restricted to individuals specifically enabled to sing by the Spirit. Taylor
argued that hymns were not symptomatic of ‘dry and empty’ hearts as Boyce claimed, but
instead reflected those who were ‘truly alive to God’. 215 Taylor conveyed his delight at how
the melody ‘raises the spirits’ and ‘more easily engages the attention and affects the heart’. 216
His liberated stance differed to the concern for precise scriptural warrant that accompanied
Puritan approaches to singing where, with the exception of certain innovators such as Isaac
Watts, God’s praise was restricted to the singing of metrical psalms. 217 Hymn singing quickly
became one of the Connexion’s most distinguishing features and Taylor was the first General
Baptist to produce a hymn book. 218

Taylor highlighted the experiential advantages of singing in response to the prevalent belief
among General Baptists that women should not participate as this contradicted the scriptures
and ‘nature of things’, as Boyce stated. 219 Taylor insisted women be allowed to enjoy its
‘goodness’ and ‘pleasantness’. 220 He designated the apostle Paul’s apparent prohibitions
against women as only applicable in their ‘most strict and limited sense’ and argued that their
‘rational capacities’ necessitated they be granted equality with men. 221 Boyce also cited
Grantham’s view that the participation of non-believers led to ‘promiscuous’ worship. 222
Taylor believed its experiential benefits necessitated that they be encouraged to participate.
He accused Boyce of having a ‘mistaken idea of the nature and design of singing’,
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particularly emphasising how it was a means by which God worked to ‘strike and engage the
mind’ of non-believers. 223 That Taylor brought his concern for the spread of the gospel even
into his approach to worship, was indicative of the overarching concern for mission that his
evangelicalism fostered within him.

A RELIGIOUS ENTREPRENEUR

A distinctive feature of Taylor’s ministry was the way he introduced new endeavours,
embraced new practices and developed new outlooks. 224 As Bebbington notes, he was a
‘religious entrepreneur’. 225 His proclivity for innovation was apparent as he adopted certain
methods of evangelism. When Taylor assumed oversight of the believers in Heptonstall he
immediately embraced new practices he had been exposed to within the revival. For example,
he delivered his early sermons from the fields surrounding Wadsworth 226 and introduced the
gospel to neighbouring communities through open air preaching. He appears to have been the
first General Baptist of his generation to engage in open air preaching. This was not surprising
given the resistance of many General Baptists to the conversionist impulse of the Evangelical
Revival and wider innovation and change.

Taylor’s years in Methodism led him to become active in the publication of tracts.
Methodists such as John Wesley had widely circulated religious tracts. Taylor wrote tracts on
subjects such as the importance of the scriptures, baptism, the atonement, and process of
conversion. 227 Distinct from the common practice of both the General Baptists and
seventeenth-century Puritans, he often wrote specifically with non-believers in mind.228
Through his distribution of tracts, and particularly his ‘plain, honest, searching style’, he
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demonstrated a notable means by which the gospel could be meaningfully shared with nonbelievers. 229

Taylor’s appreciation for tract distribution was influential in the New Connexion’s
establishment of the Derby General Baptist Religious Tract Society in 1810. 230 As Taylor
impressed the merits of tracts on the members of the Connexion, he sometimes referred to
wider educational concerns. His endorsement of tracts in his 1801 letter to the Connexion’s
churches was preceded by a lament concerning the poor condition of education. 231 He
therefore urged the New Connexion to ‘exert ourselves by every means’ to ‘inform the minds’
of others on all subjects. 232 Such sentiments exemplify Bebbington’s observations of how for
evangelicals ‘religious duty was in harmony with the goal of eighteenth-century progressive
thinkers: the enlightenment of the masses’. 233 This conviction underpinned Taylor’s
establishment of a school alongside his ministry at Birchcliff, 234 and his endorsement of
charity schools and Sunday schools. 235 Taylor’s evangelistic passion for tract distribution
should be placed within the context of the broader eighteenth-century educational framework
and associated evangelical perceptions.

Taylor demonstrated an innovative approach to church planting. By the close of his life, one
third of the movement’s churches were church plants. 236 He assumed a lead role in the
emergence of the movement’s first church plant in Queenshead, West Riding in 1773. 237 The
venture began with Taylor engaging in open air preaching which led to the establishment of a
preaching station in the home of an early convert. This was followed by the enterprising
adaptation of part of the Queenshead Inn as a place of worship. Given the ‘rapid growth’ of
the Queenshead fellowship, it is not surprising that the model of planting Taylor adopted
became a prototype throughout the Connexion. 238 The summer months were spent in open air
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preaching, premises were then rented during the winter. Taylor’s zeal for church planting was
such that he ‘strongly advised the churches to encourage their ministers to preach as often as
they could, in the villages around their respective stations’. 239 Taylor was personally involved
in church planting in Burnley, Lancashire (1780), Shore, Lancashire (1795), Quorndon,
Leicestershire (1804), and Duffield, Derbyshire (1810). These efforts typified Taylor’s
entrepreneurial spirit.

Taylor ensured that the Connexion made effective inroads into the fast developing working
class communities found in the industrial towns and cities. Examples included church plants
in Nottingham (1775), Halifax (1782), Birmingham (1786), and Derby (1789). While Alfred
Underwood correctly highlighted this as evidence that the Connexion was ‘much more alive
to the needs of the time’ than other General Baptists,240 his failure to appreciate Taylor’s
extensive personal involvement in church planting and strategic coordination is typical of
other commentators. Frank Rinaldi’s description of the movement’s church planting only in
terms of a spontaneity of approach is similarly inadequate. 241 The Connexion’s plant in
Burnley is typical of the careful consideration Taylor gave to the development of church
plants. Taylor was the sole instigator of the 1779 decision to relocate one of the Connexion’s
preaching stations from the outskirts of Burnley, into the centre of the town. His motivation
stemmed from his strategic recognition that Burnley was ‘a town of some note’. 242 For
preaching purposes, he rented a house in the market place and a church was founded the
following year. This achievement was notable, particularly given Taylor’s initial observation
that ‘The town is a wretched place; no religion in, or near it, that we know of’. 243 John Wesley
noted in 1784 how the town was resistant to Methodist advances, stating ‘I went to Burnley, a
place which had been tried for many years, but without effect.’ 244 It is important to recognise
Taylor’s role as an enterprising and strategic thinker – particularly concerning the larger urban
settings.
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Taylor’s missiology exemplified the ‘new orientation towards the laity’ that was
commonplace within eighteenth-century evangelicalism. 245 He was convinced that
evangelism was the personal responsibility of all believers. He urged efforts be made to
‘contrive means of conveying the word of truth into every town and village; and if possible,
into every neighbourhood, and every family’. 246 He encouraged believers to learn the
‘beneficial art of directing the conversation, in as prudent and inoffensive manner as possible
to spiritual subjects’. 247 Travels to or from church were to be spent ‘conversing with those
who do hear the gospel, but do not much understand it’. 248 Taylor’s aim was to mobilise a
movement of believers into an intentional, evangelistic, and vigorous lay activism which
included nearly every sphere of life.

Unlike the seventeenth-century establishment of the role of General Baptist Messengers for
the task of evangelism, no such office was created in the New Connexion. 249 Taylor’s
approach differed from how, as Clint Bass notes, Thomas Grantham believed ‘evangelism be
largely restricted to the service of messengers’ with this and the Messenger’s wider
responsibilities ‘suggestive of a slightly hierarchical polity’. 250 Neither did the offices of
pastor, elder or deacon within the Connexion’s member churches include any extra
responsibility for mission. Instead, this was viewed as a mandate for all believers. Taylor’s
belief in the essential role of laity in mission was evident as he encouraged members to share
the gospel on the basis that ‘for various reasons, what you say to such persons, is more likely
to be acceptable and effectual, than the same things said by your ministers will probably
be’. 251 This view was important in his determination to see lay people released into
evangelism.
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Taylor’s evangelistic stance was indicative of the approach to personal conversion that was
prevalent among eighteenth-century evangelicals. The vigorous and enterprising ways the
conversion of others was sought and the underpinning dependence on lay activism served to
set evangelicalism apart from the emergence of a personal ‘conversion narrative’ that
commentators such as Bruce Hindmarsh identify as having emerged among the midseventeenth-century Puritans. 252 The scope, strategic thinking, and all-embracing nature of the
lay activity Taylor nurtured across the New Connexion differed from models of activism that
were commonly applied only at an individual level by Puritans such as Richard Baxter. It also
extended beyond that articulated in the Reformation by those such as Martin Luther. The
nature of Taylor’s mobilisation of the laity suggests the need for caution regarding acceptance
of the view, as for example advanced by Carl Trueman, that evangelical lay participation
‘must be understood as a development of the Reformation, not as an innovation of the
Wesleys, Whitefield or whoever else’. 253 The seventeenth-century General Baptists, and those
of Taylor’s day who remained resistant to the Evangelical Revival, also held firmly to the
doctrine of the priesthood of all believers, yet Taylor tended to outwork this doctrine in a
more dynamic and progressive manner. For example, no similar movement to the New
Connexion emerged among the seventeenth-century General Baptists. The difference in
approach can, at least in part, be accounted for by the nature of Taylor’s platform of
evangelicalism.

Taylor’s desire for believers to be mobilised in mission was central to his pioneering
creation of the New Connexion. Its establishment comprised the pinnacle of his response to
the missional inertia and theological drift from orthodoxy he encountered among many
General Baptists. 254 His overarching goal for the Connexion was ‘To revive experimental
religion’. 255 He was convinced this required all members to embrace evangelism. It is in this
regard that Rinaldi’s description of the emergence of the Connexion exclusively in terms of a
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‘theology of protest’ is insufficient. 256 Taylor’s overriding motivation was for the Connexion
to be a catalyst to effective mission and not, in the first instance, a tool of corrective theology.

Taylor promoted an active unity between believers of all denominations. This was in
contrast to the tendency for insularity found among the General Baptists of his day. He
viewed unity between all believers as a vital prerequisite to effective mission. This was the
prime reason he remained in good relationship with the old General Baptist Assembly until
1803, 257 despite the heterodox Trinitarian and Christological views evident in many churches.
Taylor warned believers against proceeding in a manner of ‘party-zeal’ 258 and claimed there
was a ‘special blessing’ on believers who cooperated with those in other denominations.259
This was also something he modelled. A notable example was his reaction to some
‘squabbles’ in 1769 between church members at Birchcliff and the neighbouring Particular
Baptist church at Wainsgate where John Fawcett Snr (1740-1817) was minister. 260 The
disagreement concerned the scope of Christ’s atonement. Rather than defend the theological
position of his members, Taylor challenged their inappropriate and divisive behaviour.
Fawcett did likewise with his members. Taylor recorded how their joint response ‘succeeded
as instrumental in making peace’. 261 Their shared spiritual heritage in the Evangelical Revival
was key to their unity and enduring friendship. It enabled them to lay aside their different
persuasions on the scope of the atonement and unite around other aspects of their
evangelicalism – chiefly the primacy of mission. This was pioneering within Baptist life –
both locally and beyond.

A further example of Taylor’s willingness to join with Particular Baptists was his close
friendship with John Sutcliff (1752-1814) who assisted at Taylor’s school between 176972. 262 Given Sutcliff’s later influence as an evangelical who promoted a more moderate
Calvinism among Particular Baptists, John Fawcett Jr’s reference to Taylor having taught
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Sutcliff ‘the best things’ of the Christian faith should not be overlooked. 263 Taylor also
emphasised his ‘common bond of union’ with Particular Baptist minister Abraham Booth
(1734-1806), despite Booth having previously been a General Baptist. This typified the
generosity Taylor extended to mission-minded believers of other denominations. Despite their
differences regarding the scope of the atonement, Taylor noted that ‘there were other subjects
on which we were agreed, we could converse with more pleasure and to greater advantage’. 264
These subjects likely included an exchange of ideas on mission, ministerial training, and their
support for the abolition of the slave trade. 265

Taylor’s determination to model an understanding of mission that was outworked beyond
denominational boundaries was evident in his involvement in several cross-denominational
groups. He participated in the General Body of Protestant Dissenting Ministers which
frequently considered issues relevant to the spread of the gospel in London. His crossdenominational involvements were fuelled by a conviction that ‘there are some, I trust, of
every denomination, who “worship him [God] in spirit and truth”’. 266 Taylor epitomised the
‘interdenominational temper’ and greater degree of resolve for ecumenical relations that
emanated from the eighteenth-century evangelical movement, than was evident in the
seventeenth-century. 267

Taylor enabled the laity to participate in overseas mission through the Connexion’s
establishment of the General Baptist Missionary Society268 in 1816. Its creation is a further
example of how Taylor’s evangelicalism was outworked in a ground-breaking way. It enabled
General Baptists to participate in world mission for the first time, as the Particular Baptist
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Missionary Society which was established in 1792 would not accept General Baptists. GBMS
missionaries were sent to countries such as India, China and the West Indies. While
commentators such as Glyn Prosser have focused on the Society’s emergence with reference
to John Pike (1784–1854), its influential first secretary, 269 Taylor’s contribution has regularly
been overlooked. Rinaldi’s brief examination of the Society does not even include any
mention of Taylor. 270 This is a significant omission. Taylor was an important catalyst to its
formation. In 1801 Taylor urged the movement’s churches to consider the question, ‘What is
to be done that the interest of our Redeemer may be advanced in the world?’ 271 His answer
focused on the need for believers to go and preach the gospel in other nations. 272 He chaired
the Connexion’s June 1816 annual Association, which unanimously passed the resolution, that
paved the way for its creation. 273 The creation of the GBMS was typical of how, as Brian
Stanley notes, ‘The eighteenth-century Protestant missionary awakening was intimately
associated with the birth of evangelicalism.’ 274

Taylor’s entrepreneurialism was also apparent in his 1797 establishment of the Connexion’s
General Baptist Academy. 275 This was underpinned by his hope that the provision of
theological education would lead to ‘the conversion of sinners, and the greater extension of
the kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ’. 276 This suggests the need for caution regarding
Rinaldi’s claim that the Academy’s establishment stemmed from the Connexion’s
‘developing denominationalism’ and priorities being diverted away from mission. 277 Taylor
accepted the position of tutor, opening his home in Mile End, London for this purpose. He
focussed on instilling practical skills for ministry. Typical lectures included those on ‘The
269
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Work of the Ministry’, and the ‘Art of Sermon Making’. 278 The preaching of doctrine was not
a priority. This was in keeping with Taylor’s aversion to labouring on the intricacies of
doctrine – particularly once he was assured his listeners had a good grasp of the fundamentals.

Taylor’s greatest concern was with the provision of practical forms of training he deemed
most relevant to the spread of the gospel. He was particularly keen that students engaged
meaningfully with their cultural situation. It was for this reason he insisted students took a
daily two hour walk around London. 279 Visits were made to places such as the House of
Commons to listen to the Prime Minister William Pitt ‘the younger’, St. James’s Palace to
watch an appearance of King George III, the British Museum, a Jewish funeral, and a public
hanging. 280 The significance of this enterprising aspect of the training Taylor provided should
not be underestimated. It is also insightful that Taylor taught subjects such as the discipline of
logic, rational examination of the ‘The Evidences of Christianity’, and appropriate preaching
styles he believed would effectively connect with wider society. 281 Taylor’s approach to
ministerial formation was very much alive to the spirit of the age.

CONCLUSION

This study has examined the evangelicalism of Dan Taylor, the standout General Baptist
minister of his generation. His approach to ministry was marked by his propensity for
theological and practical innovation. Taylor’s entrepreneurialism was underpinned by a
platform of evangelicalism that was pioneering. This was apparent in his approach to spiritual
formation; soteriology; understanding of the atonement; beliefs regarding the means and
process of conversion; ecclesiology; approach to baptism, the Lord’s Supper and worship; and
his missiology. As demonstrated, it was the pioneering nature of Taylor’s evangelicalism
which led him to function as an innovative apologist, novel advocate, enlightened critic, the
Baptist Wesley, a creative proponent and religious entrepreneur of an evangelical
understanding of the gospel that he hoped would revive Christianity in faith and practice.
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Joseph Goadby, diary entry, in Bertha Goadby and Lilian Goadby, Not Saints But Men: Or
the Story of the Goadby Ministers. With an Introduction by Dr. John Clifford (London: Kingsgate
Press, n.d. [1906]), p.32. Joseph Goadby trained at the Academy in 1798.
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The defining characteristics of Taylor’s theological thinking are relevant to the debate that
surrounds the origin and distinguishing features of evangelicalism. In particular, the
distinctions of Taylor’s pioneering evangelicalism affirm much of what David Bebbington
argues was new about eighteenth-century evangelicalism. While Taylor’s theological
framework contains elements of continuity, such as an upholding of the core Reformation
doctrines of the authority of the scriptures, justification by faith alone and priesthood of all
believers, its distinguishing facets gave rise to an expression of faith that differed markedly.
This was not only a consequence of the collective effect of the dynamic combination of the
four principal marks of evangelicalism as highlighted by Bebbington, but also stemmed from
other underpinning tenets of Taylor’s understanding and articulation of the faith. These
include the importance he attached to certain core values of the Enlightenment, such as his
regard for reason, the merits of observation and experience, liberty and equality. This, in turn,
affirms Bebbington’s assertion that evangelicalism was not principally a reaction against the
values of the Enlightenment but was itself an expression of certain emphases that were central
to this phenomenon. 282

Taylor’s entire framework of thought was predicated upon a creative synthesis of differing
influences that were congruent with that which was distinct about eighteenth-century
evangelicalism. These include Taylor’s placing of precedence on the experiential over the
cerebral, pragmatism over the metaphysical, reason and observation over abstractionism,
succinctness over verbosity, innovation over inertia, toleration over dogmatism, and liberty
over rigid doctrine. He also wove the task of mission into all aspects of his understanding of
faith. Together these characteristics challenge any understanding of eighteenth-century
evangelicalism that views it as only a continuum of earlier patterns of theological thinking,
particularly those associated with the Reformation and Puritanism. Instead, they represent
elements of discontinuity and point to that which was distinct within evangelicalism. Taylor’s
pioneering evangelicalism is therefore of significant importance both due to its impact within
Baptist life, and because of that which it indicates was distinct about evangelicalism as a
primarily eighteenth-century phenomenon.
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